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Synopsis
If you're looking for a short, sweet, and simple introduction (or reintroduction) to Hibernate, this is the book you want. Through clear real-world examples, you'll learn Hibernate and object-relational mapping from the ground up, starting with the basics. Then you'll dive into the framework's moving parts to understand how they work in action. Storing Java objects in relational databases is usually a challenging and complex task for any Java developer, experienced or not. This book, like others in the Just series, delivers a concise, example-driven tutorial for Java beginners. You'll gain enough knowledge and confidence to start working on real-world projects with Hibernate. Compare how JDBC and Hibernate work with object persistence. Learn how annotations are used to create Hibernate applications. Understand how to persist and retrieve Java data structures. Focus on the fundamentals of associations and their mappings. Delve into advanced concepts such as caching, inheritance, and types. Walk through the Hibernate Query Language API, with examples. Develop Java Persistence API applications, using Hibernate as the provider. Work hands-on with code snippets to understand the technology.
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Customer Reviews

This is a really light and fast introduction to Hibernate. It only covers the really basic stuff, just enough to write simple programs and start talking intelligently about Hibernate and persistence. You'll definitely need something more in depth if you are building a serious application. That being said, it's really easy to read and he takes care to show all examples using both XML configuration files and annotations. The areas he covers give one a really good feeling for what Hibernate does. It's a fast read too, you can finish it off in a few evenings.

The book is fine if you want to grasp the idea of hibernate in a short time, but the examples the author uses are far from the best so you can get a better idea of each feature, it's not a very long book and this is the second edition, I really don't think he didn't have time to find better examples. Also the way he presents the "exercises" might mislead newcomers to a non-proper application of hibernate, the book takes you through an approach of do "this" in your code, if you want to see "this" in your database; imho they both should be independent. Plus a minority of non really important typos but they can be harmful to people that want to use the code as example without many experience.

Very good book for starting hibernate and ORM fundamentals, maybe not so good for people that already know and want to remember

I liked this book a lot the goal is to give a short quick basics on Hibernate. And the goal is accomplished.

Its ok.
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